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Overcoming the Hurdles
by BARBARA MULHERN

ow do you successfully make the transition
from wholesale grower to retail grower? For
Greg and Marsha Haefner of For the Garden at
Haefner’s Greenhouse near St. Louis, Missouri, it
admittedly wasn’t a simple task.
“I grew plants for 25 years, and I thought
the transition to retail grower would be easy,”
says Greg, whose retail facility is located on
1.9 acres of land in South St. Louis County
near the Illinois border. “But it was a lot more
difficult than I thought.”
“Just the merchandising alone is different,” Marsha explains. “Just because we grow
and sell plants doesn’t mean we don’t have to
spend time merchandising. We study visual
merchandising and take a lot of cues from
other successful merchants.”
Greg was raised growing and selling
plants. From the time he was a child, he
worked on his grandparents’ farm. His parents, Bob and Ruth Haefner, grew and sold
tomatoes, peppers, eggplant and other vegetables from a roadside produce stand beginning
in the 1950s. They later brought in fruit to
sell, and added hot beds and cold frames in
which they grew their vegetable plants.
In 1980, Greg, who had met Marsha while
studying agricultural engineering at the
University of Missouri in Columbia, returned
home with her and started Haefner’s
Greenhouses. For eight years, the married
couple focused predominantly on growing
plants for the wholesale market, but that market was getting a lot tougher, Marsha says.
“We were a little over two acres—not big
enough to be big, but too big to be small,”
Greg notes. In 1988, Greg and Marsha
opened a retail portion of Haefner’s
Greenhouses. Five years later, they decided to
sell their existing farm and focus solely on
retailing the plants they grow.
“Our farm was located between subdivisions. Selling the property gave us the opportunity to build a new facility,” Marsha says.
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One important step the couple took was to visit other
small and mid-sized growers
in Kansas City and on the
East Coast who had successfully transitioned from the
wholesale to the retail market.
The Haefners were fortunate enough after selling their
farm to be able to build both
a new retail facility and a new
growing facility, located about
30 minutes apart. The growing facility has 25,000 sq. ft.
of greenhouses with roll-out
benches that expand the
growing space for annuals and
perennials during the spring
and summer seasons. The
Haefners also grow approximately 10,000 mums for the
fall and have a small retail
store at their growing location Marsha and Greg Haefner made the difficult transition from wholesale to retail grower and are on their way to becoming a destination
that's open eight weeks dur- garden center.
ing the spring.
Their larger retail facility on Telegraph expenses are assigned to each and are broken
Road includes 20,000 sq. ft. of greenhouses down by three seasons (spring, summer and
with an outdoor sales area, plus a sales build- fall). This has enabled them to clearly identiing with a loft for offices, 45 parking spaces, a fy what's profitable and what isn't. One deciloading dock and a retention area. The full- sion they made as a result of doing this was to
scale retail garden center caters primarily to eliminate retailing at the Christmas season.
upper-middle-class, suburban customers who Marsha, who manages the business end of the
purchase items ranging from hard goods to operations, notes that simply tracking cash
annuals, perennials, geraniums, trees, shrubs, flow does not result in enough information to
combination baskets and hanging plants.
determine what needs to be improved or be
Successfully transitioning from a wholesale eliminated.
to a retail market takes a lot of planning and
Focus on highly qualified staff, and
thought. The following are some of the steps operate as a “team.” In addition to Greg and
Greg and Marsha believe are responsible for Marsha, key staff members include several
their success:
master gardeners, a container garden “artist,”
Separate your bookkeeping by business their daughter Melissa (a former teacher
and by season. The Haefners have two com- whose duties now include programming for
pletely separate businesses—their retail busi- such special events as fall greenhouse tours for
ness and their growing business. Income and more than 800 school-age children), and oth-
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H

ers with a longtime “passion” for plants.
Each staff member has expertise in multiple
areas and functions as part of the team.
What this means is that if one person is not
an expert in a certain area, he or she can
readily direct a customer to someone else.
The Haefners resist “micro-managing” and
let supervisors make decisions whenever
possible. Staff gets together at monthly,
after-hours meetings to discuss problems,
procedures, and receive input from other
staff members.
Focus on physical set up and visual
appeal. The Haefners spent months planning the physical set up of For the Garden
so it would be effective in accommodating
customers during both busy and slow times.
Among the steps they took were: installing
benches that can be layered for the busy season, and moved and spread out during slow
times; using drop down/roll up curtains,
which provide good ventilation and
improved plant quality but also let customers know when the garden center is
open; putting concrete floors in most sales
areas; allotting one shopping cart for each
parking space; and installing flexible checkouts that can accommodate up to four cash
registers when needed, or one or two during
slow times.
Small display gardens around the parking area are an important part of the garden
center’s visual appeal while at the same time
offering ideas to customers. “We also plant
a color retaining wall in front of our building,” Greg says. “For the last two years, it
had Wave petunias. People have stopped us
at the grocery store and thanked us for
planting it.”
An important goal for the Haefners is to
make For the Garden a true “destination”
for its customers. “People like to go to
Starbucks and to Borders and we have customers who like to just walk through here,”
Marsha says. “We serve coffee, and we serve
cold water on hot days. We tell people to
help themselves while they enjoy their shopping. Our customers tell us that they really
appreciate these things.”
Barbara Mulhern is a freelance writer from
Verona, Wisconsin.
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